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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR: NANCY OIKE
This has been my last year as Chair of
the Darts Hill Conservancy Trust Society.
After 12 years as a member of the Board,
both as the appointed chair of the
Guides and as an elected director, it's
time for me to step down and make room
for new members with new ideas.
Francisca Darts and Nancy Oike

After all this time, I'm still excited about the progress that is being made at
Darts Hill - more open days, an increase in committed volunteers, greater
community involvement, new hardscapes to replace crumbling older ones, a
concerted effort to improve labelling and inventory, attention to the plant
collections, and an increasing level of care and maintenance.
I intend to stay involved as Guide, Member of the Labelling Team, South Surrey
Garden Club weeder, and wherever else I can be helpful.
It has been a pleasure working with members, City employees, and all of the
wonderful volunteers who have become my friends.
I wish all our members a Merry Christmas, Happy Holidays, and Peace and
Tranquillity in the New Year.
Nancy has sat on the Board of
Directors, as an Appointed Director
and as elected Director for many
years. We would like to thank her
for all her devotion to this garden
and look forward to many more
years of her involvement.
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TREES OF

Tree:

Nothofagus antarctica
Antarctic beech, nire, nirre,
Family: Nothofagaceae
Bed:
26
Notes:. Rarely grown here. Range: s. Chile, s.
Argentina. Bought as a bonsai by Francisca in
1966.
Nothofagus is a genus of southern hemisphere,
deciduous or evergreen, trees with similarities to
the northern Fagus (beech), but differing in their
very short-stalked, usually much smaller leaves,
and the male and female flowers being solitary or
in threes rather than grouped
N. antarctica is a broadly conical, often multistemmed, deciduous tree with small, dark green,
glossy leaves with crinkly margins, turning yellow
in autumn.. http://www.rhs.org.uk
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Tree:

Metasequoia glyptostroboides
Dawn redwood,
Family: Cupressaceae
Bed:
9
Notes:. Range: c. China
Metasequoia is a large deciduous tree with reddishbrown fibrous bark and soft, pale green linear leaves
arranged in two ranks on the shoots, colouring
beautifully in autumn
M. glyptostroboides is a vigorous deciduous conifer
making a large, narrowly conical tree to 25m, with
flat sprays of narrow, pale green leaves that turn
brownish-pink and yellow in autumn. Cones and
flowers insignificant . http://www.rhs.org.uk

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Darts Hill Garden Conservancy Trust Society

FEBRUARY 13, 2016
10:00 am to noon
EMMANUEL EVANGELICAL COVENANT CHURCH
17029 16th Avenue, Surrey
A light lunch and tour of the garden will follow the meeting
Come early – the coffee will be on!
•

Highlights of our meeting will include:
An update on Society Activities and Garden Developments
•
Board of Directors’ Elections (5 positions)
•
Volunteer awards

Feature Speaker: Bill Bischoff speaking on Hardy Cyclamen
Please encourage your friends and family to become members and join us at this event.
Our featured speaker, Bill Bischoff, with his wife, Carla, will introduce you to
the pleasures of growing hardy cyclamen, many of which can be found at Darts
Hill. They base their talk on some 28 years of growing cyclamen in their awardwinning Surrey garden. The genus of Cyclamen contains some 22 species,
including many sub-species, varieties, and cultivars. With enticing leaf forms
and patterns and selected species blooming at different times throughout the
year, hardy cyclamen can provide almost year-round interest in the home
garden. Popular speakers, Bill and Carla generously contribute to many garden
clubs and horticultural societies. They’ll bring some plants to sell before and
after the meeting.
ELECTIONS: Our Conservancy Trust Society Board is composed of 10 Directors: 6 Elected
Directors, 1 Director appointed by the City of Surrey, 1 Director appointed by invitation from
the South Surrey Garden Club, 1 Director appointed from an Educational Institute and, 1
Director appointed by the Guides of Darts Hill Garden Society.

FROM THE ARCHIVES: HAND-WRITTEN NOTES FROM THE
AND FRANCISCA - As found, transcribed and provided by Nancy Armstrong

JOURNALS OF

ED

I believe I have been remiss since the subtitle of this section includes "from the journals of Ed
and Francisca". Of the eight excerpts published I have only included one, (Fall 2014) the story
of the fire, from Ed's hand-written notes.
In my preface for that issue I mentioned that most of his records relate to money which is not
surprising for a chartered accountant. That selection is a delightful read, but it does not begin
to provide a total picture of Ed's considerable and varied contributions to Dartshill. I may be
mistaken, but I don't believe most members and even the many volunteers understand that it
was not just Francisca who "spoke Latin" and was heavily involved with all the clubs and
organizations of which they were both members. As always there are some money references
in this selection; however, most of the content illuminates his love of the garden, his farmer's
attention to the weather and what it brings and his own "hands on" with studying, growing
and showing plants.

FROM THE ARCHIVES: CONTINUED….

NOTES TO ACCOMMODATE ED’S DIARY
*While Ed was at an American Rock Garden
Society study meeting in Seattle, Cis was
curling in Cranbrook.
*The several blooming plants are all
Rhododendrons
*The 1976 conference was a joint effort of the
Seattle branch of the American Rock
Garden Society and what is now the
Alpine Garden Club of BC
*Cookie #2 is one of the many
Rhododendrons hybridized by Alleyne
Cook, a personal friend and head gardener
1967-1980 of the Ted and Mary Greig
Garden in Stanley Park.

*Karl Wrase, long time member of AGC, had
at that time an exquisite Alpine garden at
UBC.

Rhododendron ‘Bric-a-Brac’ – photo found through
www.rhs.org.uk

DARTS HILL GUIDES 2015 UPDATE – by Pam Yokome
The Darts Hill Guides held their end of the
year meeting and potluck lunch November 7,
2015. We have had a busy year in the Garden
leading 18 booked tours outside of Open
Houses and Members Day with approximately
350 people attending the tours.
The main point of discussion was a new title
and definition of the roles of the Guides in the
Garden.
The updated breakdown is as follows.
Ambassador Tour Guides

Back row: Sharon, Kathy, Nancy, Jackie, Pam
Front Row: Elisabeth, Nancy, Sharon, Gina

After training and mentoring, the volunteers in this group work with the public in
interpreting the history, development, and importance of this plantsman’s garden.
Depending on confidence and experience, the members of this group will serve in one or
more of the following roles:
(a) Guide ambassadors - wander at large in the garden, interacting with visitors, offering
information, and answering questions about Mr. and Mrs. Darts, the Garden, its plants,
and its development.

(b) Leisure tour guides - guide one-hour tours on public open days or two-hour private tours
to family, community, or seniors groups.
(c) Golf cart guides - take up to three people on 45-minute golf cart tours through the garden.
(d) Horticultural guides - provide two-hour tours to knowledgeable groups such as garden
clubs, arborists, and horticultural societies.
After enjoying a very tasty lunch we then
drooled over image after image of gorgeous
Gentians and learned much about the varieties,
history, folk tales, growing conditions and much
more from our speaker Bill Bischoff. Bill and
Carla expertly grow a large number of different
Gentians in their Surrey garden and are popular
Garden Club speakers. The Guides thoroughly
enjoyed their talk.

SOUTH SURREY
GARDEN CLUB
UPDATE

https://southsurreygardenclub.
ca/
https://www.facebook.com/gr
oups/southsurreygardenclub/

The SSGC has a long-standing affiliation with Darts Hill
Garden as Mrs. Darts was a member of our club for many
years. She attended our monthly meetings and gave a Show
and Tell of what was blooming in the garden that day. It was
always amazing to see the beautiful blooms she would bring
no matter the time of year or the weather. And after giving us
some botanical information about each plant, she would
always finish by saying “I highly recommend it!” I don’t think
there was anything she didn’t “highly recommend”.
For many years the garden club had a program called the
“Wednesday Weeders’ and this was coordinated by Bernie
Milnes, one of our hard working members. We would go to the
garden on a Wednesday and had the pleasure of weeding
alongside Mrs. Darts, who was always very welcoming.
Unfortunately this program fell by the wayside as both Bernie
and Mrs. Darts grew older.
Three years ago, a new group was formed and we have named
this “the Darts Hill Weeders”. Instead of working throughout
the garden, we have chosen to adopt Bed 26, along the north
side of the original driveway. If truth be told, we also look after
the part of Bed 25 which abuts the south side of the driveway.

An eager group of volunteers gets together
on our opening day, usually in early March
and we prepare the bed for the coming
season, removing dead leaves and debris,
pruning, and mulching. Small groups then
sign up on a weekly basis to come and
work in “our” bed until our final day,
usually in late October, when we prepare
the bed for the inter season.
During our first two years, we noticed many bare areas within the bed and we have finally
remedied that this year with the planting this Fall of close to 50 new perennials. We planted
quite late in the season and have covered the plants with boughs for some winter protection
until they get established. Many of the new additions are quite small and don’t look like much
yet, but we’re hoping for a grand showing next season.
The City workers have been very supportive of our group and have also been very helpful by
doing some of the hardscaping, providing mulch, and showing us where to compost. It’s a
great partnership and we are thankful for their assistance.

DARTS HILL PROPAGATION GROUP - WINTER PROJECTS - Pam Yokome
Did you ever wonder where some of the unusual plants you find at our plant sales come
from? Many are from the Garden via divisions, seedlings, cuttings or seed collection but
increasingly they come from the Alpine Garden Club of BC’s Seed Exchange. A number of
the Propagation Group have joined their club after learning more about it through our
collaboration in building and planting the two Alpine Garden Beds.
We thoroughly enjoy their meetings, the
superb speakers, the tantalizing raffle table,
the Seed Exchange and the Seed Exchange
living room workers!
This year the AGC-BC Seed Exchange boasts
1418 different seed varieties supplied by 60
donors who reside in 15 different countries,
but supply seed from approximately 20
countries including Canada. The seeds are a
mixture of wild and garden grown plants.

There are 3 different groups of about 24 volunteers (North Shore, Vancouver and Sechelt)
who receive, organize, divide, package and distribute to Club Members from all over the
world who order seeds. These groups meet once a week for 5 or 6 weeks to get this job done.
It is a huge effort, a fun and very knowledgeable group and a great way to add to our
inventory of cool and unusual plants we offer in our plant sales.
The December 2014 edition of the Oracle included a “From the Archives” excerpt from the
Darts Garden Diary that highlights the extensive growing of plants from seed. It has as the
Jan 8 entry “Alpine Garden Soc. Seed list came in today. It will take 2 evenings to decide on
what to order. Only 12 choices out of 3,855 different seeds. It is mind boggling.”

Continued…..

DARTS HILL PROPAGATION GROUP WINTER PROJECTS, cont’d….
The growing of plants from seeds from the
Alpine Garden Club and other seed exchanges
such as the Royal Horticulture Society, The
North American Rock Garden Society and the
American Rhododendron Society played an
important part of the development of Darts Hill
Garden Park.
Taking a quick look at the Inventory for the
garden a few entries jump out:
• Pinus sylvestris in Bed 16 – 1980 AGC-BC
collected from the wild – Spain
• Callistemon pithyoides in Bed 6 – 1973 AGC-BC
• Myrica gale in Bed 7 – 1973 AGC-BC
• Malus sargentii in Bed 20 – 1972 AGC-BC
And so we continue on, on a much smaller
scale, a tradition at Darts Hill Garden.

CLEAN UP OF HERON PARK

– NOVEMBER 2015

Our Heron Park demo garden in Crescent Beach has been clipped, raked and tidied up for the
winter by a hardy water proof crew. We left the seed heads on the grasses for the birds for
winter snacking as requested by a couple of walking groups passing by. And then we took the
snacking reference to heart and headed next door to the Sunflower Cafe for hot drinks and a
muffin. Thank you's to James, Sanne, Willa, Sharon, Jane and Pam for a job well (and quickly)
done. Our dedicated crews will be back at it next Spring raising the profile of Darts Hill Garden
in the local community.

Article and photos by Pam Yokome

Camellia hiemalis ‘Kanjiro’
Photo by Scarlett Black

MEMBERSHIP CORNER,

A N N E S P R U N G – C O O R D IN AT O R

UPCOMING CHANGES TO MEMBERSHIP
UPCOMING SCHEDULE
MEMBERS’ DAY
SUNDAY JAN 17
11- 3 PM
ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING, LUNCH AND
GARDEN TOUR
SATURDAY FEBRUARY
10-3 PM

13

MEMBERS’ DAY
SUNDAY MARCH 20
11- 3 PM

Membership will be taking on a new look in 2016. I have been
honored to be the membership Chair for the past six years, but
now it is time to have some new ideas in the garden.
We are starting by returning to one renewal date for all members.
All memberships will be due in February. Those who have
recently renewed will be given several free months and their
memberships will be due in February of 2017. Those who renew
after February will have their renewal become February 2017.
We hope to simplify the renewal process and encourage more
people to come to our AGM. Those who cannot attend can renew
their membership on-line through the new website, or through
regular mail-in option.

BEST WISHES DONNA STEEVES. One of our valuable volunteers and a familiar face for
many of you coming to the garden has moved with her new husband to Campbell River. We
will miss Donna and her smiling face, her knowledge of birds, photography and her witty
comments. She will come back to visit the garden but will not be at the membership table
every month as she has for many years.
Donna generously donated some of her fabulous photograph cards to the garden, to be used
as one of the many door prizes at the AGM. Thank you Donna for all your years of
volunteering at Darts Hill Garden. Enjoy Campbell River!

MEMBERSHIP CORNER,

c o n t in u e d …..

September’s Members’ Day
In September, we had a wonderful tour of the new pond by Chris Velin, Superintendent
Landscape Operations for the City. Chris showed pictures of the pond in the past, as we
gazed upon the wonderful new flowing river and pond. A great change and it will be
wonderful to see it flourish and the new plants grow into the space. The Hibiscus that was
blooming was a gorgeous bright splash of pink amidst the grey stone, so it had to be the
mystery plant.
Mystery plant for September 2015
I am a hybridized shrub from North American swamp plants. I have
huge satiny tropical looking pink blossoms with veining and a dark
center. I am in a new planting. My leaves are coppery and maple-like,
and will die back over the winter. I take my time emerging in the spring,
but grow rapidly once I warm up. I need a long hot summer here to
bloom. Hummingbirds love me. Can you find me?
Answer: Hibiscus summerific ‘Summer Storm’
October’s Members’ Day
The tour in October was a pumpkin guided
tour of the heritage trees in the garden.
Pumpkins of all kinds were placed in or on
the trees for our members to identify. The
mystery plant was the smallest of the trees.
The corkscrew hazel had lost a lot of its
branches and is now re-growing. It is only 3
feet tall. Those who came to the garden found
treats in the form of Halloween candy when
they identified some of the Heritage trees.
The Heritage trees form part of the
background of the garden as they are mostly
mature large trees. The trees are native to
many different countries around the world.
They come form Spain, China, Chile, Japan,
Iran, England, Turkey, North East USA,
California, and Europe. Francisca was such an
amazing gardener. Can you imagine growing
trees from such diverse climates? We are so
fortunate to be able to enjoy walking in her
garden and see the fruits of her labour.

Mystery plant for October 2015
What is the smallest tree amongst the
Heritage trees?
Answer: Corylus avellana ‘Contorta’ in Bed 25
Common name: Harry Lauder’s walking
stick

MEMBERSHIP CORNER,

c o n t in u e d …..

November’s Members’ Day

Mystery plant for November 2015

The November tour was a treat to find all the
plants that were blooming in November. There
were lots of plants confused by the weather as
well as the plants we expect to bloom. The
Camellia hiemalis ‘Kanjiro’ on the drive way was
spectacular, as was the hummingbird-favorite ,
the Mahonia x media ‘Charity’ .

I am native to Japan. I and a small 3 foot tall
open multi stemmed shrub with thin fuzzy
evergreen leaves. My flowers are rose pink
with long thin petals that match my leaves.
The flowers have been described as being
like spiders perched on the ends of my
branches. I usually flower in the spring. I
have a slight fragrance.

Our guide Elizabeth showed off the garden to
the few people who came in the lovely
sunshine.

Answer: Rhododendron macrosepalum
‘Linearifolium’

Those who came to
the
house
were
given a treat of
quince jam made
with the quince fruit
from the garden.

UPCOMING EVENTS IN 2016
Photos by Scarlett Black

JANUARY:
Coming up on January 17th we will have our usual bare
branches tour . The garden is magnificent when you see the
structure of the trees. The Hamamelis’ will likely be
blooming, and the hummingbirds will be chirping at us when
we get too close to their food supplies.
The garden always has a surprise of what is in bloom. It
depends on the weather. We could have a foot of snow, or be
basking in sunshine, or both.
FEBRUARY
The February 13th AGM always has a fabulous tour of the
garden. Come hear our new plans, listen to words of wisdom
about Gentians , hope to win one of our fabulous door prizes,
eat a delicious snack and then wander in the garden.
Membership renewals will be taken at the AGM

Don’t forget to look through Scarlett Black’s photo BLOG; absolutely amazing photos!

FROM: FRANCISCA
Recently a copy of hand written notes from
Francisca Darts, came to my attention. She was
scribbling notes on how visitors should view her
garden.
People come to see it as it is designed, not to amble
around, to have fresh air or an airing or an outing.
This garden was not made for ordinary people but for
caring people.
Its ambience must be maintained regardless of
wheelchair or whatever. That is the whole point of the
garden. People who do not appreciate that can go to
other parks.

Photos taken off the internet from various sites.
Article submitted by Kathy Piccott

L ABELLING TAKES C ENTRE S TAGE IN 2015 - (Submitted by Nancy Oike)
In her report, Best Practices Review, Darts Hill Garden Park, Surrey, BC (December 11, 2014),
Susan Murray recommends that a high priority be given to labelling and inventory. Her
specific recommendation is to "Change the culture within the organization to emphasize the
importance of labelling the plant collection . . . Inventory should be part of every staff
members' job from top to bottom. Expectation regarding labelling must be clearly laid out to
volunteers." (p. 35)
I'm happy to report that considerable progress towards meeting that recommendation has
been made over the past year, as a result of the efforts of volunteers and City staff. The black
plant labels that you now see in some of the beds were modelled after the ones used at the
U.B.C. Botanical Garden, thanks to the guidance of Douglas Justice. Douglas facilitated a field
trip for Darts Hill labelling volunteers to view U.B.C.'s operation. Our volunteers came away
with much valuable information as well as templates to use for the Darts Hill labels. Both
U.B.C. and Darts Hill use the Trotec Laser Engraver to produce the labels, which provide
information on botanical name, common name, family, nativity, and inventory number if
available.
Thanks to the diligent efforts of a keen group of
volunteers, we can report the following progress:
•
Beds 7b and 44 have been inventoried and labels are
in place.
•
Bed 25 has been inventoried and the labels are ready
for production.
•
Bed 26 is currently being inventoried and data entry
is underway.
•
Both Alpine Beds (now numbered 48a and 48b) have
been inventoried and data entry is underway.
•
Inventory of the new pond plantings is being checked
and data entry will begin soon.
•
Approximately 80 of the large trees in the garden will
be labelled by next spring.
•
New Bed Number signs (to replace the crumbling
wooden ones) have been designed and will soon be
ready for placement in the garden.

With approximately 60 beds to label, there is still much work to be done; however it's
expected that the work will proceed at a faster pace in the future. This year's projects have
been an amazing team learning experience, with new processes, software, and hardware to be
figured out at each stage. Along the way, procedures have been documented to ensure that a
high level of accuracy and standardization is maintained and to provide a guide for new
volunteers.

L ABELLING – continued…
All of the new labels that appear in the garden will have gone through the following process:
1. Plant Identification. The plants in a bed are identified - possibly from old labels, but often
through diligent detective work, using old bed inventories, reference books, on-line sources,
and knowledge of our volunteers or experts called in to assist.
2. Verification and Data Entry. Each plant is entered onto an Excel spreadsheet. The data
entry volunteer looks up each plant in the Royal Horticultural Society plant database to
ensure correct and up-to-date information. Each entry is carefully proofread. The Excel
Spreadsheet will serve as an updated inventory list for the City of Surrey employees who
keep track of the garden's inventory. The data on these Excel spreadsheets can then be
imported into the City of Surrey Master Inventory for Darts Hill Garden to keep it updated.
3. Conversion to MS Word Template. The spreadsheet data is imported into a Word template
to create digital page labels.
4. Checking of Label Pages. The pages of labels are sent to Douglas Justice, who kindly
volunteered to check them for appropriate format and correct and up-to-date information.
5. Conversion to Corel Draw. After revision, the data in the Word labels are imported to a
Corel Draw template.
6. Production of Finished Labels using Trotec Engraver. The labels are sent for printing from
Corel Draw to the laser engraver, where they are both printed and cut.
7. Placement of Finished Labels in the Garden. Finally, the labels are placed in the garden. A
team of volunteers locates the plants and places the labels, using either metal stakes or
wires.
Future plans include working with City
staff to (a) ensure that all new
acquisitions are inventoried and labelled
at the time of planting, (b) come up with
a prioritized plan for labelling all of the
beds, and (c) make sure that labelling
and inventory control is fully integrated.
Pam Yokome and John Sprung

Fortunately, we have a committed group of volunteers doing this work. However, many more
hands and minds could be used, and we'd welcome your contribution at any stage of the
process. Volunteers tend to specialize, and no one volunteer performs all of the tasks. The
following are pioneer members of the labelling team: Pam Yokome, Nancy Oike, Kathy Piccott,
Scott Lee, Willa Downing, Donela Haynes, Sharon Lawson, John Sprung, Sue Klapwijk,
Jacqueline Hohmann and, of course, our mentor, Douglas Justice. Please contact us at
info@dartshill.ca if you'd be interested in contributing your skills to this important and very
rewarding project.

The Public Garden – by Michael Parish
She held my hand and showed
Me her husbands thorny past.
As in you can still find patches of
Green with sharp pointy canyons
Between what separates life and reality.
She stuck with the hopes of using lady bug magic
To clear the bugs off of a less then perfect flower.
It worked because her judgement ignored the first
Fragrance of spring.
Though still winter she gets always gets
Ready for a new start in spring.
So she will be ready to sing
All over the wishing well and look through
the wooden frame
To picture how we hold hands in a public garden
On a gravel path packed in with every foot step

Hamamelis x intermedia ‘Jelena’

Photos on this page were taken by Scarlett Black

Hamamelis mollis

Darts Hill Garden Conservancy Trust Society is an organization working in partnership
with the City of Surrey to ensure the preservation of Darts Hill Garden Park.

Contact: info@dartshill.ca
MAILING ADDRESS: PLEASE SEE THE INFORMATION ON OUR MEMBERSHIP PAGES.

